A methodology designed to address the inverse globular protein-folding problem (the identification of which sequences are compatible with a given three-dimensional structure) is described. By using a library of protein fingerprints, defined by the side chain interaction pattern, it is possible to match each structure to its own sequence in an exhaustive data base search. It is shown that this is a permissive requirement for the validation of the methodology. To pass the more rigorous test of identifying proteins that are not close sequence homologs, but that have similar structure, the method has been extended to include insertions and deletions in the sequence, which is compared to the ringerpeint. This allows for the identification of sequences having little or no sequence homology to the fingerprint. Examples include plastocyanin/azurin/pseudoazurin, the globin family, different families of proteases and cytochromes, incudin cytochromes c' and b-562, nidin/papain, and lysozyme/a-lactalbumin. Turning to supersecondary structure prediction, we find that a/.l/a fragments possess sufficient specificity to identify their own and related sequences. By threading a -halrpin through a sequence, it is possible to predict the location of such hafrpins and turns with remarkable fidelity. Thus, the method greatly extends existin techniques for the prediction of both global structural homology and local supersecondary structure.
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The native structure of a protein, as elucidated by x-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy, is a complex, threedimensional arrangement ofthe amino acid chain. Despite the determination of almost 1000 protein structures (1) , no one has been able to predict the protein's structure from its sequence alone. A simpler problem, whose solution is a necessary prerequisite for solving the full folding problem, has been formulated. Is it possible to find out which sequences are likely to fold into one of the known protein topologies (2) ? Below, we present a method that not only elucidates which global structures are compatible with a given sequence (and vice versa) but also identifies elements of supersecondary structure.
The inverse protein-folding problem has been examined before by analyzing side chain packing in the presence of a rigid Ca backbone (3) . This approach is computationally expensive and ignores backbone adjustments and the problem offalse positives. In an elegant series of publications, the possibility of recognizing distant homologues on the basis of hydrophobicity, secondary structure preferences, and residue environment in the native structure was examined (4) . While the latter is logically equivalent to the simplified version of the method presented here (the "frozen approximation"), the framework of the present approach facilitates extension to detect similarities between proteins having significantly changed residue environments. At the same time, the mutual equivalence of the topology fingerprint and the full three-dimensional structure make it possible to build protein models based on the predicted topology fingerprint. Finally, the specificity of interaction patterns without allowing for introduction ofgaps was investigated (5, 6 [1] i >j >k i iQE where i, j, and k are positions along the sequence in protein A; Ai, A1, and Ak are the amino acids found at these positions; FA is the buried/exposed classification of position i; and CA' = 1 if there is a contact between positions i andj, and it is zero otherwise. Finally E1, E2, and E3 are the one-, two-, and three-body contributions to the total energy.
The information about which residues along the sequence are buried or which groups of residues interact is taken to be independent of the particular amino acid occupying this position. The topological fingerprint provides the information that "position five is buried" and "residues at position five and ten interact." Thus, if one threads a different sequence (protein B) into the topology fingerprint, the energy is calculated according to Eq. 1, with Fr and C,1 obtained from protein A and the sequence from protein B. For proteins of different lengths, the structural fingerprint is slid along the sequence of the second protein, so that the numbering for the sequence is shifted in register and the lowest energy for each protein sequence is stored. To correct for amino acid composition, the zero of energy for each protein is taken as the energy for the randomized sequence. RESULTS Structural fingerprints of 86 proteins were used to scan the protein sequence data base Swiss-Prot (Release 15.0). In all cases, the fingerprint recognizes its own sequence as the one with the lowest energy. This is seen in Table 1 , where the energy of the correct sequence, together with the energy and position of the highest scoring unrelated sequence, is shown. Energies from other, unrelated sequences are distributed according to a Gaussian distribution. Results for the set of 56 proteins used to derive the parameter set and the 30 additional proteins are qualitatively the same, so the results are definitely not an artifact of memorization of the data base.
To address the question of the origin of the high specificity of the topological fingerprint, the same experiment was performed using only buried/exposed and two-body interaction energies. The results for the buried/exposed energy are displayed in Table 1 . Each energy contribution is in most cases sufficient to uniquely identify the correct sequence. The burial energy alone is wrong once, while the use of the two-body energy alone is incorrect in six cases. The energy difference between the best (correct) and the highest scoring unrelated sequence ranges from 270 kT to 8.7 kT, with the mean equal to 110 kT (for the burial energy alone, this difference decreases to 33 k). Proteins that bind large ligands or prosthetic groups (which at present are ignored) have significantly smaller stability. Most failures of the two-body interaction scale can also be rationalized in this way. In most cases, the buried/exposed term is a sufficient indicator of the native sequence; other energy contributions enhance this specificity and correct for possible errors.
The ability to recognize correct sequences is not unique to the parameter set used here. The same calculations were performed by using several alternative sets of parameters including the two-body interaction scale derived from the same set of 56 proteins and other energy scales adopted from the literature (9, 10) with qualitatively identical results. This result should be compared to other approaches (5, 6), which in several cases have failed to recognize the correct sequence even among the sequences corresponding to the proteins in the structure library. Since they employ information about Ca or Cal positions with the corresponding set of effective interactions, it is possible that the side chain interaction patterns make the fingerprint so specific.
The very large energy separation between the energy of a protein sequence in its own fingerprint and the energy of the next, nonidentical sequence supports the notion of strong specificity of interaction pattern. It also illustrates the total lack of predictive power of this approach. For instance, when the energies of the plastocyanin sequence against fingerprints in the small structural data base are calculated, two other proteins with similar structures (pseudoazurin and azurin) have scores very close to random (Fig. 1) . This problem is further illustrated by a detailed study of Table 1 , where the energy and position of the best spurious match are shown. Only very close homologs are recognized, and in some cases, even formally identical sequences are missed, due to errors in the data base. Thus, the simple mixing and matching of sequences and structures, while useful for dismissing marginal interaction scales, are in and of themselves not much use for extending structure homology methods beyond onedimensional sequence analysis techniques.
Two ways to extend the interaction fingerprint method to address these shortcomings are discussed below.
Introduction of Gaps. It is known that even closely related protein sequences differ not only by amino acid substitutions but also by relative shifts of sequence fragments, which can be described by introducing gaps/deletions into the alignment. Introducing gaps into Eq. 1 is complicated by the fact that the knowledge of the complete alignment is necessary to correctly include the two-and three-body energy terms. However, it is possible to introduce the following approximation:
+ >2E Cj CACE3(B,, Aj, Ak), i>j >k [2] with the notation as before, but now Bi is the identity of an amino acid at position i in the sequence that is being investigated. We call this the frozen approximation, since the partners of residue type Bi contributing to the pair interactions (A1) and triplets (Aj, Ak) are taken from the original protein, with the rationalization that the interaction environment might not drastically change between equivalent positions in related proteins. Now, the energy of every position does not depend on the alignment elsewhere in the sequence. Using standard dynamic programming algorithms, it is possible to find the optimal alignment between the sequence and the topological fingerprint by allowing for gaps/deletions, which are penalized by gap introduction/extension penalties.
Using this approximation, sequences of all proteins in our structural data base have been aligned with all fingerprints; the results are illustrated in the last three columns of Table 1 . As before, in each case the match between correct sequence and structure always has the lowest energy. However, now the next best scores describe the structural similarity between proteins, even when the sequence similarity is weak or altogether absent. The algorithm correctly identifies similarities between copper binding proteins, the globins, different families of proteases and cytochromes, actinidin/papain, and lysozyme/a-lactalbumin. Furthermore, in some cases, even similar topological class is recognized (the copper binding protein and immunoglobulin folds; not shown) (11) . The essential difference with the previous method that prohibits gaps is clearly illustrated in the Inset to Fig. 1 , where both the azurin and pseudoazurin structures are clearly recognized by the plastocyanin sequence. The same algorithm as applied to a large sequence data base was able to identify all known 2act  2app  2aza  2ca2  2ccy  2cdv  2cna  2cpp  2cyp  2fb4  21h2  21hb  2prk  2rhe  2sga  2sns  2sod  2wrp  3apr  3c2c  3est  3grs  3mt  3rp2  3tln  3tpi  4fxn  4hhB  4hhb  4ilb  5cpa  5tnc  6ldh  7rsa  8dfr  9pap -309.0 -62.9 12 -74.5 -7.6 9 -66.1 -5.0 5tnc Eighty-six proteins in the structural data base, identified with their PDB codes, were aligned with every sequence in the Swiss-Prot (Release 15) sequence data base with no gaps allowed. The energy ofthe protein's own sequence and the energy and position of the lowest energy spurious match are presented for the full and burial energy. After allowing for gaps in the alignment, the same calculation was performed, but only sequences in the structural data base were used (last three columns). Energy values are in kT.
proteins with the plastocyanin fold; this and several other examples are presented elsewhere (11) .
It is possible to go beyond the static approximation by updating each residue environment according to the alignment NA a B obtained in the first stage. Now, the partners appearing in Eq. [31 This procedure is iterated until the alignment converges. The results are illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the sequence of cytochrome b-562 is checked against the library of fingerprints. There is one similar structure (12) [cytochrome c' (2ccy)] in the fingerprint library, but as shown in Fig. 2 , it was missed by the alignment with the frozen approximation. In the second pass, which updates the residue environment, this similarity is recognized. In each case, the structural fingerprint of the fragment was built by using the buried/exposed pattern of the fragment in the protein of interest as well as that portion of the contact map associated with those residues in the fragment. These fingerprints were used to scan the sequence data base of nonhomologous proteins with well-refined structures. The energies for all sequence fragments were stored and rank ordered according to their energy.
The a/(3/a fragment had all the characteristics ofthe whole protein; it easily recognized its own sequence and sequences of similar fragments from other highly homologous proteins. After this group, separated by large energy gaps, were random scores. This result is consistent with experiments that indicate that a//3/a fragments can be circularly permuted or added to the sequences of existing a//3 barrels and retain their identity as autonomous folding units (13).
The a-hairpin had a marked preference for helical hairpins, with its own sequence on the top of the list. There were, however, both a//3-and (-hairpins with energies very close to the lowest energy.
The most interesting results have been obtained with the (-hairpin. (3-Hairpins of different types constitute about 80% of the best scores, and in the top 25 scores, only two fragments did not have a (-hairpin structure (both were long fragments of( stands, with two glycine residues or Gly-XaaPro in the middle). A detailed analysis of the energy profile along a single sequence proved more interesting. As illustrated in Fig. 3 for plastocyanin, all local minima in the energy profile can be identified, within shifts of ± 1 residue, with either turns or bends. Similar results were obtained for other (3 proteins. In all cases, the template had no sequence similarity with hairpins identified by the fingerprint. 
CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to use a protein's structure, as described by its topology fingerprint, which contains information about buried/exposed positions and pairs and triplets of interacting residues, to uniquely identify the correct sequence that folds to it. This is done by estimating the energy of all sequences in the sequence data base in the topology (defined by a structural fingerprint) of the query structure and choosing the sequence with the lowest energy. The buried/exposed pattern is most specific; two-and three-body interactions enhance the specificity. Taken together, these terms add up to more than a 100 kT mean energy difference between the correct and closest spurious match in searches using the large sequence data base. Surprisingly, this result depends very little on the interaction scale used, with several parameterizations producing quantitatively identical results.
However, without allowing for gaps/insertions into the fingerprint, only very closely related sequences can be identified. Gaps can be allowed by the further approximation of freezing the identity of residues interacting with the residues of the analyzed sequence to that of the query structure. This procedure easily matches the structural fingerprint with correct sequences, even when large sequence data bases are searched; moreover, proteins having similar topology, but no sequence similarity, can be identified.
After initial alignment, the interactions can be thawed to reflect the actual protein environment, thereby allowing for identification of more remote sequence similarities.
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